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In this paper we prove the existence of a universal element in the class of locally-finite 
dimensional metric spaces with weight T. We also show that every locally finite dimensional metric 
space has uniSormly zero-dimensional crjntinuous mapping in a locally compact locally finite 
dimensional separable metric space. 
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t’ntroduction 
In what follows all mappings are assumed to be continuous and all spaces to be 
metric. A space X is called locally finite dimensional if for any point x E X there is a 
neighborhood U 3 x such that dim U < a. B.R. Wenner [l] showed that there is a 
universal separable finite dimensional s;jace. We shall extend this result for non- 
separable spaces. We recall that a mapping f: X + Y is uniformly zero-dimensiona. if 
for any E > 0 there exists S > 0 such that for any set _M c Y of diameter M < 6 the set 
f-‘(M) is a union of a discrete, in X, collection of sets each having the diameter c: c 
. Theorem 1 
Theorem 9. Every locally finite dimekonal space X has a uniformly zero-dimen - 
sional mapping in a locally compact locally finite dimensional separable space C. 
For proving this tkleorem we need some preliminary lemmas. 
emma 1. Let F = {F, : CY E A} be LZ star-finite covering’ of a space X. We gut 
cl,=lJ{F~:~~nF~=~0,a~A} forallaEA. (1) 
’ A collection of sets is star finite if any of its elements intersects no mor: than a finite number of other 
elements. 
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Let f: % + Y be a mapping 20 a compactum Y, and 
~zhf(&)=0, 
dim f(Fol) c 00. 
‘Then the set 
C = U (Ca : a E A} where CQ = f (F*) 
is locally compact and locally finite dimensional. 
(% 
(3) 
roof, Let x E C be an arbitrary point and x E C& We put 
_- 
u = ~\f(&)* 
By virtue of (2) U is a neighborhood of x. Since the collection 9 is star finite and 
conditions (1) and (2) are fulfilled, there exists a finite collection of sets 
C al, . . . . Ca,,aiEA,i=l ,..., ksuchthat 
UC 6 ca,. (4) 
j = 1 
By virtue of (3) and by the sum-theorem for dimension dim 
dim U < dim 6 C& < 00. 
i-l 
Since the sets C= are closed and Y is a compacturn then sets Ca and, consequently the 
set UfEI Cai au-e compacta. By virtue of (4) the set 0 e Uf- 1 C,, and 0 is also a 
compactum. Thus, every point x E C has a finite dimensional neighborhood U with 
compact closu:re. The lemma is proved. 
We consider a Hilbert cube I” to be the set of all! sequences (xi} of numbers 
06xi G 1, i = I!, 2,. . <a with metric defined by equality 
d ((xi}, (yi}) =I f Ixi - yiJ l 2-‘. 
i= 1 
(5) 
Let C(X,, I”) be a space of di mappings f: X + I” with the following metric 
4.L d = wd!d(f(x), g(x)): x E X}. 
Then we denote by Gx the set of all subsets in a space C(X, I”) containing an 
everywhere dense set of type G6 in C(X, I”). Since I” is a compacturn C(X, I”) is a 
complete space. Then from Baire’s Theorem it follows that 
If Ai E Gx, (i = l,2, . . . ), then fi 
i = 1 
(6) 
The following two lemmas require well 
prove them for completeness. 
methods; however, we shall 
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. Let A be a closed subset ;7f a space X and dim A 6 n. Let q!~ bc the set of ail 
mappings f : + I” such that: 
dim f (A) s n. (7) 
Then 4 is an everywhere dense G&-set in C(X, I”). 
of. Let K(E) be the set of such mappings f: X + I” that 
where dn+z( f (A)) is an (n -I- l)-coefhcient of Urysohn, i.e., the infimum of such E > 0 
that there is a covering of f(A) with open sets of diameter <E and of order sn + 1. 
Then clearly 
Therefore, by virtue of (6) it is sufficient to prove that K( l/p) is open and everywhere 
dense. 
Let f E K( l/p); then there exists a finite collection of open, in I”,, sets ‘V = 
W II’**9 V,} such that 
i= 1 
diam K < I/p, order V<n+l. 
It is evident that the set a of ah mappings h: X -+ I” satisfying the condition that -- 
h (A) c Uf= 1 Vi is neighborhood /p) is an open set. 
Let us prove that K( l/p) is everywhere dense. Let g: X + I” be a mapping. Since 
dim A s n we can construct by Kuratowski’s method [2] a mapping f: X + 1” such 
that 
_- -c 
and fm is contained in n-dimensional polyhedra. Therefore dimf(A) G n and 
d,+lm = 0. Consequently, f e K( l/p). Thus, the set .K( l/p) is everyh*here dense 
in C(X, I”). The lemma is proved. 
a 3. Let A, B be a pair of disjoint closed sets in a spze X. Tkn the set 
4 c C(X, I”) consisting of all mappings j? X + I” such that 
foflf(B)=0 CO 
is open and &rywhere dense in C(X, I,‘)* 
. Let g E C(X, I*‘) and E > 0 and 9: X + [0, I] be a mapping such that 
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Ifn=1,2,..., is an integer such that 2-O < E, then we put 
f(X)=&(X) for iSn, 
/c;l+~(x) = Q(x), h(x)=0 fori>n+l 
(11) 
where gi:i, (fi) is the i-coordinate of the mapping  (respestively f) and x E X. By vhue 
of (3, (11) 
d(f, g) s= 8. 
From conditions (IO) and (11) we get (9); consequently, g E $. Thus 4 is everywhere 
dense in C(X, Ia’). Let g E 4 and 
-. 
~=inf{d(x,y):x~g(A),y~g(B)). 
Since I” is a compacturn, E > 0. Then clearly if for f c C(X, I”), 
dtig)ce 
condition (9) holds and f E t$. Consequently, 0 is open in C(X, I”). The lemma is 
proved. 
a 4. Every locally finite dimensional space X has a countable, locally finite, 
star-finite closed covering 9 = {Fi: i = I, 2, . . . ) such that 
dim Fi 4: 00 (lr,!) 
and an open countable covering (V,: n = 1,2, . . .] such that 
roof. We put 
Un=(l{V: VisopeninX,dimVsn} 
then obviously2 
locdim Un e n. 
Since “;& c X and X is a metric space, then lJ, is also metric and consequently a
paracompactum. Therefore by theorems in [6] and [7] 
dim &z = locdim Un s n. 
Since X is locally finite dimensional, 
X= rJ urn. 
n a= 1 
(13) 
’ Iocdirn ..%’ c n if every point x c X has a neighborhood U with dim L” s n. 
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Since is a paracompactum there is an open locally finite covering of X ‘V = 
(V,: n = 1,2,. . .} such that 
By [3, p. 2211, there exists a countable star-finite open refinement 
W=PKJ 
of the covering “y: Since the covering W is a star-finite and open-it is a locally finite 
one.LeM=(Fi:i=l,2,... } be a closed countable refinement of a covering W such 
that 
FiC Wi (i=1,2,...). 
Then 9 is also a star-finite and locally finite covering. Since 9 is a refinement of the 
covering % = { Un} the condition (12) follows from (13). The lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem I.. Let 9 = {Fi} be a covering of a space X satisfying the conditions 
of Lemma 4. We put 
Si=‘tJCr;;.i enE=fl}. 
Let (I be the se.t of all mappings f: X + I” satisfying conditions 
(a) f~)nf~)=0(i=1,2,...), 
W dim fm) s dim fi < 00, 
(c) f is a uniformly zero-dimensional mapping. 
Let JL be one of the letters u, b, c. We denote by &. the set of mappings f, satisfying 
the condition JL. Then clearly 
Since the covering 9 is locally finite, the sc: t &i is closed. By virtue of Lemma 3 and 
condition (6). 
Similarly from Lemma 2 it follows that 
The inclusion 
$&Gtx 
follows from results in [4] (Theorem 2.15, p. 3,50 and (b) , p. 354). Tiierefore, fro 
conditions (6), (14) it follows that 
Q!GGx. 
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In particular, # # 0. Let f E #. Then f is uniformly zero-dimensional. From conditions 
(a), (b), and Lemma I it follows that the set 
i=l 
is locally compact and locally finite-dimensional. Since C c: I” it is a separable space. 
The theorem is proved. 
2. Theorem 2 
Theorem 2. There is a universa! element in the class Hz of al! locally finite- 
dimensional spaces of a weight ~7. 
roof. Since for 7 c NO the theorem is trivial we consider T 2 No. We can select in 
every elass A of homeomorph spaces Y E H, one space Xar E ph. We consider a 
discrete sum of these spaces3 
x=Cx#x. 
Then X is clearly a locally finite dimensional metrizable space. By Theorem 1, there 
is a uniformly zero-dimensional mapping f: X + C in a locally finite-dimensional. 
separable space C. Let Q’ be a universal metric space of weight T and g, : Xa + Q’ be 
an embedding. We consider a mapping g: X + Q’ such that the restriction of g to 
each Xa coincides with g,. We define a mapping 
F:X+CxQT 
by equali ties 
wpF=fi ?rzoF=g (1) 
where nl: CXQ’+C,V~: CXQ’ -, Q’ are projections. Since g is a homeomor- 
phism on each Xp then clearly F is also a homeomorphism on each X,. Therefore, 
the following condition holds. 
For any space Y E ljI,, there is an embedding Y c X such that F is 
a homeomorphism on Y (2) 
Since C is a locally finite-dimensien& space, by Lemma 4 there exists a collection 
NJ n: n = I, 2,. . . } of open in C sets such that 
d.im I/n s n. 
?I= 1 
We put 
vn = Al’, = F--l( V,). 
3 The method is similar to that of Pasynkov [S]. 
(3) 
(4) 
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From conditions (1) and (4) it follows that 
= f-l(&). (5) 
Since the mapping f is uniformly zero-dimensional nd uniformly zero-dimensional 
mappings do not lower dimension [4] (p. 361, Theorem 3.3), then from con&tions (3) 
and (5) it follows that 
dim Wn s n, Wn is an open set, X = $jI wn. (6) 5 
By the metric factorization theorem [Sj, there exists a metric space Z with 
weight 2 s weight Q’ x C = T 
and mappings h :X + 2, k: 2 + C x Q’ such that the diagram 
(7) 
is commutative and 
d”mk(\“,)bdim W&n. (8) 
We obviously can select 2 in such a way that 
2 = h(X). (9 
Let Y E HT. by 3irtue of (2) we can consider Y c X and the restriction of A!! to Y to be 
a homeomorphism. Then, clearly, the restriction of h to Y is also a homeomorphism. 
Therefore, 2 contains a homeomorphic mage of any space Y E Hr. From comditilons 
(6), (8), and (9) it follows that 
.Z= 6 h(W,), dim h(W,,)sn. !pO) 
n==l 
Since diagram (7) is commutative, it follows from condition (4) that 
h( Wn” = k-‘( V,). 
Consequently, the sets h( Wn) are open in 2. Hence, from condition (10) it follows 
that Z is locahy finite-dimensional. Therefore, Z E HT and 2 is a universal element 
in HT. The theorem is proved. 
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